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The timing of key phenological events in the terrestrial vegetation growth cycle, like 

onset, flowering and senescence, plays an important role in sustaining life cycles at 

different scales. Globally, many studies have reported a shift in the pheno-phases of 

plants due to climate change[1-2]. This change will have direct consequences on 

biomass, water and carbon cycles affecting the dependent food chain, environment 

and global population. Ground based observation of phenology is limited to species, 

space and time. But, many global bio-geo-chemical models require spatially 

continuous information at a broader level rather than species level [3] which was 

fulfilled through satellite-based approach providing vast spatial coverage and fine 

temporal re-visit period. Availability of NASA’s Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor data, MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 

(MODIS) sensor data and ESA’s MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer 

(MERIS) sensor data and various other sensor’s data at a high temporal resolution 

have contributed towards a wide usage of remote sensing data for diverse global 

applications and, in particular, for phenology studies. Many studies successfully 

extracted landscape phenology from satellite sensor time-series data at a regional-to-

global scales [4-5].

At present, the phenology information is extracted using time-series satellite sensor 

data derived vegetation indices like Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) 

[6], Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) [5], MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll Index 

(MTCI) [7] utilising variety of algorithms such as asymmetric Gaussian, double 

logistic, Savitzky-Golay, Fourier transform, and many other fitting functions. These 

techniques require fine tuning of many model parameters such as noise-threshold, size 

of temporal neighbourhood and number of harmonics. Uncertainty may arise in the 

extracted phenology information, due to differences in the input data and 



computational methods. In this regard, the study aim to analyse the MODIS and 

MERIS sensor data derived phenology in relation to differences in the data and 

computational technique like a) Resolution (1000 m vs 500 m), b) Vegetation Index 

(EVI vs MTCI), and c) fitting algorithm (Double Logistic vs Fourier).

The study area located in the north-eastern part of United States of America covered 

by MODIS tile h12-v04 was analysed in this study. MODIS Enhanced Vegetation 

Index (EVI) and MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll Index (MTCI) product were 

georeferenced, scaled to common spatial resolution of 500 m and same 8-day time-

interval (1dekad), smoothed and finally phenology information like onset of 

Greenness (OG) and End of Senescence (ES) were calculated. The phenology of 

vegetation over the study area was estimated using Double logistic function over EVI 

(say P1) and Fourier transform over MTCI (say P2). The difference (i.e., P2 – P1) in 

the extracted OG and ES was analysed at different landcover classes (evergreen, 

deciduous, shrublands, savannas, grasslands, and croplands), at core zones (CZ) and 

at edge zones (EZ). Core zones are created by shrinking the landcover class from the 

edge by 2km (CZ1) and 10km (CZ2). Edge zones of width 2km (EZ1) & 10km (EZ2) 

is created by removing zones from the center of actual landcover area towards the 

edge. It was found that most of the natural vegetation classes had the difference of -1 

dekad for OG.  Croplands and crop land mixed with natural vegetation area had the 

maximum deviation of -6 dekads for OG. However the majority of difference in ES 

was +3 dekads and for croplands the difference was only +2 dekads.  The difference 

in OG over CZ1 & CZ2 was -2 and -1 respectively. The difference in ES over CZ1 & 

CZ2 was +1 and +1 respectively. The difference in OG over EZ1 & EZ2 was -1 and -

1 respectively. The difference in ES over EZ1 &EZ2 was +1 and +1 respectively. The 

deciduous broad leaf forest followed by mixed forest had the largest deviation (2 to 3 

dekad) in comparison to other natural vegetation. The problem over the cropland may 

be due to high number of erroneous and dropout pixels. MTCI based phenology had 

the characteristic of early estimation of OG and delayed estimation of ES than EVI. 

This work is a necessary step to inter-compare existing phenology products and 

provide explicit details about the discrepancies in input data/algorithms and how they 

influence the phenology estimates from satellite data. 



There has been continuous effort by the global remote sensing community for 

continuity and consistency of Earth observation data in order to detect subtle tends in 

long time scale vegetation dynamics. The comparison between the phenological 

variables derived from NASA MODIS sensor and ESA MERIS sensor would enable 

between understanding the vegetation products and improved representation of 

phenology from Earth observation data.  
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